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Autumn is time for the leaves to change colors. Get out your rake and help gather the fallen leaves.

Find out why leaves change color. And take a running leap into that huge pile of leaves!
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PreS-Gr 2Ã¢â‚¬â€œThese four books are intended to give children basic scientific information

about the featured topic. The double-page illustrations depicting the flora and fauna of the books'

settings are rich and warm, but the computer-generated people look stiff and are a bit jarring against

the more realistic backgrounds. Two children's exploration of and conversation about each topic

inevitably lead to the end, where readers can find a related craft/activity. For the many early

childhood classrooms in which all aspects of autumn are a part of the curriculum, these titles will be

welcome, child-friendly additions.Ã¢â‚¬â€œMaggie Chase, Boise State University, ID. (c) Copyright

2010. Library Journals LLC, a wholly owned subsidiary of Media Source, Inc. No redistribution

permitted.

These four books are intended to give children basic scientific information about the featured topic.

The double-page illustrations depicting the flora and fauna of the books settings are rich and warm,



but the computer-generated people look stiff and ar --School Library Journal --This text refers to the

Library Binding edition.

I read this to my son's 2nd grade class. They really enjoyed it and also learned some things about

Autumn. The teacher certainly appreciated the science of it.

Fun fall book!

Why do leaves change color in fall/autumn? This book addresses this question in a manner that is

fun and simplified for younger kids, ages 4-8. The illustrations are a highlight, depicting the rich

autumnal colors in all their vibrant hues. A boy and his mom go outdoors for a walk and are depicted

exploring nature, with the curious young boy asking his mom questions about why leaves lose their

original color in fall. Terms such as chlorophyll and compost are used but defined in a simple

manner and there is also a glossary at the back. In addition, there is a list of additional titles for

further reading and even a craft activity involving making leaves window art. This is a perfect read

for fall, and would make a nice addition to a classroom/school library.

This is an engaging book that introduces autumn leaves in a simple way. It touches on difficult

concepts like chlorophyll and decomposition but does not go into great detail about them. I would

recommend this as a first book in an autumn leaves unit where you plan to read a little more about

those topics. For my 2 year old, she did not get those, but there were plenty of parts she did connect

with (taking a walk to look at leaves, raking, playing in a leaf pile). The pictures are bright and

beautiful, and there is even a bonus leaf project at the end of the book.

Leaves Fall Down; Learning about Autumn Leaves is a very accurate title for this book. The text

describes in scientific terms such as chlorophyl, the process of leaves turning color and falling. The

entertainment comes from the illustrations and the mother/son dialogue. It's kind of like reading a

text book and a comic book at the same time. I think it creates a fun way to teach children about

autumn leaves. I recommend this book.

Exactly what I was looking for for a specific program, and in good condition.
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